The Honorable Lamar Smith  
Chairman  
House Committee on Science, Space and Technology  
2321 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington D.C. 20515  

Dear Chairman Smith:

We write to express our disappointment that Scott Pruitt, the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), has yet to testify before the Committee on Science, Space and Technology.\(^1\) Administrator Pruitt's predecessor, Gina McCarthy, testified before this Committee on three occasions during the second term of the Obama Administration, testifying first just four months after her confirmation.\(^2\) By comparison, Administrator Pruitt was confirmed eight months ago.

The Science Committee has oversight jurisdiction over the EPA’s science programs and research. Further, Congress and the Science Committee have a constitutional role in holding the Executive Branch of the government accountable and providing legitimate oversight of federal agencies, particularly when questions of waste, inefficiencies, ineffectiveness, and potentially unethical behavior arise. During Administrator Pruitt’s short tenure at EPA, multiple issues have already emerged regarding the costs of his travel, use of a 24/7 security detail, the vetting of scientific grants by political appointees, wasteful use of limited Agency financial resources, his ties and interactions with the industries he is expected to regulate, and other matters.

We respectfully request that you invite EPA Administrator Pruitt to testify before the Science Committee as soon as possible. Specifically, we would like to hear concrete responses from Administrator Pruitt regarding the following issues:

---


Questionable Expenses, Trips, & Security:

I. At the same time Administrator Pruitt has called for reducing the budget of the EPA by one-third, his office has contracted to spend more than $25,000 to construct a Sensitive Compartmented Information Facility (SCIF) in his own office. Two SCIFs already exist in the same building. He should account to Congress and the public for this duplicative and wasteful use of taxpayer funds.3

II. For the first time ever in the EPA’s history, the Agency is now providing a 24/7 security detail for its Administrator. This has come with more than just a financial cost to the agency. It has also delayed and diminished the ability of the EPA’s Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (OECA) to do its job. The OECA, according to their website, “goes after pollution problems that impact American communities through vigorous civil and criminal enforcement. Our enforcement activities target the most serious water, air and chemical hazards. As part of this mission, we work to advance environmental justice by protecting communities most vulnerable to pollution.”4 However, Administrator Pruitt now reportedly has 18 officials from OECA detailed to providing him round-the-clock security rather than pursuing criminal cases against corporations that violate federal environmental regulations and foul the environment. This office, which has been understaffed for years, attempts to ensure the environmental security and safety of American citizens being harmed by pollution and other toxic hazards.5 Diverting these officials to Pruitt’s personal security detail further undercuts the mission and effectiveness of this office.

III. Multiple media stories have detailed the excessive costs of Administrator Pruitt’s travel, including the use of private charter and military aircraft at a cost to taxpayers of more than $58,000. He has also reportedly been flying in first class when he has flown on commercial flights, along with at least some of his security detail.6 Administrator Pruitt should justify the costs of his travel to the public.

---


IV. Many of Administrator Pruitt’s taxpayer funded flights have been to his home state of Oklahoma and the justification for these flights has come into question. Press reports, based on data obtained through Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests to EPA, show that Administrator Pruitt often flies home on a Friday under the pretext of a business meeting and stays in his home state of Oklahoma over the weekend. From March through May 2017, he apparently spent 43 out of 92 days in Oklahoma. This gives the appearance that Secretary Pruitt is mixing political gatherings and personal destinations with official business. The disproportionate attention to Oklahoma has already fueled speculation that Secretary Pruitt plans to return to the State and run for office. Congress and the American public deserve a thorough accounting for, and justification of, these frequent flights.

Industry and Political Interests vs. Scientific Facts:

I. According to multiple media reports and substantiated by his own official calendar of meetings, which was released under a FOIA request, Administrator Pruitt has had a stream of corporate executives flowing through his office. From April 2017 through early September 2017, he met with senior officials from, or spoken at gatherings organized by, a multitude of corporate entities and industry associations. This included the Chemours Company, Shell Oil Company, Southern Company, Phillips 66, National Mining Association, National Association of Manufacturers, American Petroleum Institute, American Fuel & Petrochemical Manufacturers, Oklahoma Independent Petroleum Association, CropLife America, Boeing, General Electric, BMW, General Motors and the Ford Motor Company, among others. During the same time period he reportedly met with only two environmental groups and one public health organization, the American Academy of Pediatrics.

Most disturbingly he has issued policy directives, favored by these corporations and industry trade groups, following these meetings. In one case, hours after meeting with the CEO of a foreign mining company, the Pebble Limited Partnership (PLP), EPA Administrator Pruitt directed his staff to withdraw from a plan under the Clean Water Act’s 404(c) process to protect the watershed of Bristol Bay, Alaska. His decision will help the mining company push forward a controversial proposal to build one of the world’s largest open pit copper and gold mines at the headwaters of one of the world’s

---

largest natural sockeye salmon fisheries. These actions raise serious questions about whether the EPA Administrator is attempting to fulfill the Agency’s mission to protect the public health of Americans or if he is simply carrying out the agenda of the very industries he is supposed to regulate. The public deserves an explanation from Administrator Pruitt.

II. Administrator Pruitt has taken steps to remove independent scientists from the Agency’s science advisory panels and stock these panels with industry representatives and scientists financed by industry interests. Repopulating these science advisory boards with individuals who work for, or are financed by, those industries that are suspected to be regulated by the Agency undermines the scientific integrity of the EPA. These actions undercut the mission of the EPA and endanger the health and safety of the public. The mission of EPA is to protect human health and the environment, according to the Agency’s own web-site. It is not to protect the interests of industry. Information from industry and the perspectives of industry are important, but they should not supplant sound objective scientific data.

III. Rather than having scientific experts review potential EPA grant awards to nonprofits, universities and other institutions, which has traditionally been the case at EPA, Administrator Pruitt has placed that responsibility into the hands of political appointees. While new Administrations and new Administrators of federal agencies periodically re-evaluate their programs and policies, Scott Pruitt has demanded that all competitive

---


scientific and other grant solicitations be reviewed by political appointees in the EPA’s Office of Public Affairs (OPA). The individual assigned to vetting these scientific grants has no scientific background or expertise, ensuring that grants will be judged by political criteria rather than on their scientific and technical merits. This is bound to undermine the integrity of EPA-funded scientific studies and harm U.S. environmental research, scientific innovation and the safety of the public from potential exposure to harmful chemicals. Administrator Pruitt should explain the rationale for this questionable change in the EPA’s grant-making process, as it appears to rely on politics rather than science as a barometer of integrity and necessity.

IV. Since taking over as Administrator of the EPA, Administrator Pruitt has directed that terms he appears to dislike, such as “climate change,” be scrubbed from the Agency’s website. An abundance of scientific evidence has clearly shown the climate is changing, the planet is warming, and human caused carbon emissions are largely to blame. Personal beliefs are not science and attempting to hide terms from the public won’t make issues disappear. Administrator Pruitt should justify his actions and explain how these decisions were based on scientific evidence and not political beliefs.

Moreover, it was concerning to hear that the EPA’s Office of Public Affairs decided to cancel the speaking appearance of three agency scientists who were scheduled to report on their work and discuss climate change at a conference in Rhode Island. The Narragansett Bay Estuary Program, funded through the EPA, was hosting the conference and the scientists were expected to discuss the state of the Bay. Given the lack of explanation from the Administration, this agency action reinforces concerns that the Agency is silencing science they dislike and preventing EPA scientists from engaging in scientific discussions. The EPA has a responsibility to the public to adequately address these issues, not silence scientists or scrub away scientific evidence that simply highlights the issue of climate change.

We call on you as Chairman of the House Committee on Science, Space and Technology to request that Administrator Pruitt testify before the Committee as soon as possible. Not only is such oversight routine, but as a public official Administrator Pruitt has an obligation to address his conduct and management of EPA. His leadership of EPA in eight short months has already resulted in policies that favor the very industries he is supposed to regulate, potentially resulting in harm to Americans’ public health and safety.

---

Each of the items mentioned above deserves its own hearing. There has been no satisfactory response by either Mr. Pruitt or the EPA justifying the above issues. At a minimum, the Committee and the public deserve a detailed explanation of the actions taken by Administrator Pruitt and the EPA. It is critically important that the Committee engage in serious oversight of the Executive Branch and ensure that the policies and practices of the EPA are not harming the American people. It is important we hear from Administrator Pruitt to understand how he believes he is carrying out the core mission of the EPA to protect the American public from environmental risks while managing the Agency in an effective, efficient and ethical manner.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

[Signatures]

Representative Eddie Bernice Johnson
Ranking Member

Representative Donald S. Beyer Jr.
Ranking Member
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Representative Suzanne Bonamici
Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Environment
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